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Abstract: 

This paper describes the application of a relatively simple, but computationally tractable, 

“particles-on-a-sphere” (POS) model for quantum-mechanical calculation of large-

amplitude, H atom dynamics in polyatomic hydrides (XHn), based on radially relaxed, 

two-dimensional angular motion of H atoms on the surface of a sphere. This work 

focuses on systems with many degrees of freedom, i.e., XH4 (8D) and XH5 (10D), with 

corresponding molecular analogs of CH4 and CH5
+ and is applicable to rovibrationally 

excited states with J ≥ 0.  A pairwise-additive potential fit for CH5
+ is presented which 

yields remarkable agreement with geometries, energies, barrier heights on the full-

dimensional surface of Bowman and coworkers. Comparisons with experimental data and 

Diffusion Quantum Monte Carlo (DMC) methods test convergence for the POS model 

and provide insight into multidimensional quantum rovibrational dynamics. In particular, 

POS energy level patterns for a series of scaled CH5
+ potentials indicate an absence of 

strong tunneling behavior, consistent with the highly delocalized wavefunctions, large 
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zero-point energies, and small interconversion barriers noted in the DMC studies of 

Bowman, McCoy and coworkers [J. Chem. Phys. 121, 4105 (2004)].  

 

I.  INTRODUCTION 

The quantum mechanics of large-amplitude motion has been the focus of 

experimental and theoretical work for many decades. Advances in high-resolution 

rotational/vibrational spectroscopy have given much experimental evidence of large-

amplitude dynamics in molecules and ions.  In systems with few degrees of freedom, the 

exact quantum nuclear dynamics can be solved in full dimensionality, as in the well-

studied triatomic systems (3D) such as H2O1-4.  Tetraatomic molecules require 6D and are 

significantly more challenging, but have been successfully tackled in a number of floppy 

systems, most notably the large-amplitude motion and tunneling inversion in ammonia5-12 

(NH3) and hydronium ion13-20 (H3O+). There have also been impressive advances in 

tetraatomic van der Waals complexes, such as the landmark 6D studies of HF and HCl 

dimers21-24, as well as reduced-dimensionality extensions to H2O dimer25-28 using six-

dimensional (6D) intermolecular coordinates with semirigid H2O molecules. Even more 

challenging have been the full 9D calculations by Carrington29-32, Bowman33-35 and others 

for pentatomic species such as CH4, which have successfully exploited sophisticated 

Lanczos methods in a tour de force calculation of rovibrational energies for J > 0 states.  

As molecular systems increase in size and complexity, standard quantum-

mechanical calculations rapidly become too expensive to permit treatment in full 

dimensionality, with a theoretical difficulty also increasing rapidly with total angular 

momentum, J. This is unfortunate, as some of the most interesting dynamics, such as 
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facile exchange of identical H atoms in protonated methane,36,37 begin to emerge only in 

these larger systems. The addition of a single proton to relatively “rigid” methane, CH4, 

creates the highly fluxional CH5
+ molecule where simple Lewis octet bonding motifs do 

not apply. Five H atoms are connected by 4 electron pairs and require the presence of 

“three-center-two-electron bonds” (“3c-2e”).38 Such 3c-2e bonding motifs correspond to 

a special class of hypercoordinated carbocations, which are extremely important reactive 

intermediates in acid-catalyzed electrophilic reactions,39,40 and for which CH5
+ represents 

the simplest prototypic “superacid.”  CH5
+ is also believed to be a key intermediate in the 

synthesis of polyatomic organic species in cold interstellar clouds,41,42 which further 

motivates astrophysical interest in this simple, but spectroscopically elusive, molecular 

ion. 

 From a theoretical perspective, CH5
+ is interesting because its relatively small size 

and high permutational symmetry make quantum-mechanical calculations of the potential 

energy surface computationally tractable, though still quite challenging. The most recent 

high-level calculations suggest three low-lying energy structures within about 1 kcal/mol 

of each other.36,43-45 Furthermore, if zero-point energy is taken into account, these three 

configurations are all extensively sampled by the ground-state wave function. The barrier 

to rearrangement between these low-lying minima is considerably lower than the 

quantum zero-point vibrational energy, allowing facile intramolecular scrambling of the 

hydrogen atoms43 to take place. 

 From a spectroscopic perspective, the highly fluxional, nonclassical nature of 

CH5
+ begins to account for long-standing difficulties in interpreting its high-resolution 

spectrum. Despite its initial observation as a highly abundant ion in mass spectrometers 
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in the early 1950s,46 optical detection and characterization of CH5
+ eluded spectroscopists 

for another 50 years. The breakthrough came in 1999 from Oka and coworkers, who 

obtained a spectrum47 in the CH-stretch region by exploiting velocity modulation 

methods.  They made convincing arguments that the extensive, albeit rovibrationally 

unassigned, spectrum belonged predominantly to CH5
+.  Further progress has been made 

by Asvany and coworkers48 in obtaining free electron laser IR action spectra of CH5
+,  

which reveal broad vibrational structure from 3500 down to < 1000 cm-1.  Most recently, 

our group has obtained single-mode direct absorption IR spectra49 in the 2820 -3050 cm-1 

region, combining the two advantages of i) jet cooling and ii) high spectral resolution.  

The need for help in the assignment process has led to considerable emphasis on 

direct calculation of near-IR spectra from first principles. However, despite intense 

theoretical efforts36,43,50-62 directed toward CH5
+ and the recent availability of a high-level 

potential surface, 44,45 high-resolution spectra based on fully converged exact 

rovibrational energy levels have proved extremely challenging to calculate. On the 

experimental side, delocalization of the wave function can result in rovibrational energy 

patterns profoundly perturbed from rigid-rotor expectations. From a theoretical 

perspective, the number of degrees of freedom for CH5
+ is already too large to achieve 

converged quantum calculation of the rovibrational energy levels in full dimensionality 

for J > 0.  

The particle-on-a-sphere (POS) model represents an alternative approximate 

method for calculating the energies and wave functions for molecules with large-

amplitude motion in multiple degrees of freedom.2,3,63 The spirit of the approach extends 

the pioneering work of Leitner, Natansan, Berry and coworkers, who first developed such 
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methods for triatomic systems (i.e., n = 2).2,3 The essential idea is to decouple the fast X-

H stretching coordinates adiabatically from the H-X-H bending coordinates, and thereby 

treat rotation and bending on an equivalent footing by expanding in a basis set of coupled 

spherical harmonics. This model has been extensively tested in a previous work on 

relatively “floppy” molecules (exhibiting large-amplitude bending dynamics) with 

rovibrational levels converged to spectroscopic accuracy for dihydride and trihydride 

species.63  

However, the real potential advantage of such a POS approach lies in permitting 

one to move past n = 3 to systems of higher dimensionality. The present work addresses 

specifically n = 4 and 5, demonstrating strengths, challenges and limitations of the 

approach. The organization of this paper is as follows. Section II reviews the general 

theoretical background necessary to solve the POS problem efficiently, focusing 

explicitly on methods used in this work.  Sections III and IV discuss applications of the 

particle-on-a-sphere model to n = 4 (XH4) and n = 5 (XH5) test systems. For J = 0, the 

POS methods are able to demonstrate convergence to DMC results even for relatively 

“stiff” species such as methane (CH4), as well as to elucidate trends in energy level 

patterns for J > 0. Protonated methane (CH5
+) proves more challenging, with fully 

converged results demonstrated for J ≥ 0 only for scaled versions of the pairwise-additive 

potential, which nevertheless reveal a notable absence of tunneling splitting patterns.  In 

Section V, we compare our n = 5 POS predictions with other large-amplitude theoretical 

results for CH5
+. Concluding comments are given in Section VI.  

 

II. THEORETICAL BACKGROUND 
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 The POS model assumes a massive central atom (mX >> mH) and effectively 

averages over the high-frequency radial stretching of the X-H bond lengths, so that the 

resulting angular coordinates for each atom can be simply represented as 2D motion on a 

sphere.63 This dimensionality reduction is achieved by adiabatically adjusting radial 

coordinates to minimize the energy as a function of the remaining 2n angular coordinates. 

The physical motivation in the case of CH5
+ takes advantage of both the > 2-fold 

difference between the CH stretch and torsional/bending frequencies and the equivalent 

average CH bond lengths observed in trajectory calculations for H atoms with typical 

zero-point energies. The resulting Hamiltonian for the large-amplitude angular motion of 

n particles can then be simply expressed as 

( )∑
=

Ω+=
n

i
iPOS VjbH

1

2 ˆˆ ,    (1) 

where iĵ  is the angular momentum of the ith hydrogen with respect to the stationary 

central atom, and b is the rotational constant for XH motion. The finite mass of the 

central atom is accounted for in the value of b.  In addition to the terms shown in Eq. (1), 

there are cross terms in the kinetic energy operator that scale as the inverse of the mass of 

X.  These are small compared to the single-particle terms and have been set to zero in the 

present treatment; this approximation is exact in the limit of infinite mass of the central 

atom. ( )ΩV̂  is the potential describing the H atom interactions, where Ω is a 2n-

dimensional vector of all H atom angular coordinates, of which 3 degrees of freedom are 

necessary to describe overall rotational motion. 

One advantage of the POS approach is the lack of distinction between angular 

bending (2n-3) and end-over-end tumbling (3) degrees of freedom.  Thus the solutions 
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treat vibration and rotation on an equivalent footing (i.e., there are no perturbative 

assumptions about the magnitude of Coriolis interactions).  The method should work best 

in the limit of extreme large-amplitude quantum motion (e.g., CH5
+) and relatively weak 

interparticle interactions. However, the corresponding cost of this equality with respect to 

rotational and vibrational coordinates is a much more rapid scaling of the variational 

problem with number of particles. Thus, although n = 2 (4D) and n = 3 (6D) systems are 

theoretically tractable from a variety of approaches, extension of the POS methods to n = 

4 and 5 requires special techniques as described below. 

 

A.  Primitive and coupled basis sets 

 The goal of the POS model is to describe floppy molecules such as CH5
+, where 

Coriolis coupling between overall rotation and H-X-H angular vibrations is large.63   In 

the “floppy” limit, where the potential V(Ω) can be viewed as a perturbation of freely 

rotating XH bonds, one natural basis set in which to expand the Hamiltonian is simply a 

direct product of rigid-rotor functions, 

∏
=

n

i
iimj

1
.      (2) 

The full n-particle Hamiltonian is diagonal in total 2Ĵ  and ZĴ  so it is advantageous to 

transform this primitive basis set into an equivalent coupled representation64 that permits 

matrix construction and diagonalization for each quantum number J. For increased speed 

in the potential matrix element evaluation, our choice of a coupled basis set for the XH4 

system is 

( ) ( )( )JMjjjjjj 34431221 ,    (3) 
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and for the XH5 system is 

( )( ) ( )( )JMjjjjjjjj 455412323321 .   (4) 

In these expressions, ji represents the angular momentum for the ith particle, jij is the 

vector sum of ji and jj, parentheses denote the coupling order, and J and M represent the 

magnitude and Z projection of the total angular-momentum, respectively.  In the absence 

of external fields, all M states for a given J are degenerate; thus M can be taken to be 0 

for a further reduction by a factor of  2J + 1 in the size of the Hamiltonian matrix.  To 

create a basis set for a given J, the primitive free-particle angular momenta are restricted 

to ji  = [0, jmax].   

 

B.  Basis set symmetrization and permutation inversion 

 To reduce computational effort, the Hamiltonian is block-diagonalized using 

group-theoretical methods.65,66 This involves the use of permutation inversion theory66 to 

create symmetry-adapted linear combinations (SALCs) of the coupled basis functions 

that transform according to each irreducible representation of permutation inversion 

symmetry group. The permutation inversion group for XH4 is G48 (isomorphic to the 

direct product of the Td point group with the inversion operation), with 10 irreducible 

representations: A1
+, A2

+, E+, F1
+, F2

+, A1
-, A2

-, E-, F1
-,  and F2

- . For fermions with S=1/2, 

the nuclear spin weights are 5:1:3 for A1
±:E±:F2

±, respectively.  For XH5, the permutation 

inversion group is G240, characterized by 14 irreducible representations: A1
+, A2

+, G1
+, 

G2
+, H1

+, H2
+, I+, A1

-, A2
-, G1

-, G2
-, H1

-, H2
-, and I- with nuclear spin weights of 6:4:2 for 

A2
±:G2

±:H2
± symmetries,61 respectively.  Using projection operator techniques,66 the 

coupled basis functions can be transformed into orthonormal SALCs of each irreducible 
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representation.  For XH5 in particular, these irreducible representations reflect high levels 

of intrinsic degeneracy, specifically E = 2, F = 3, G = 4, H = 5, and I = 6.  By exploiting 

this degeneracy and including only one SALC for each irreducible representation,67,68 one 

achieves a critical reduction in computational effort for matrix calculation and 

diagonalization.  

 

C.  Matrix element evaluation 

 Matrix element evaluation in the SALC basis set requires calculation of the 

integrals 'ˆ iHi , which are expanded into sums of integrals over the direct product of 

each term in the SALCs.  Creation of the symmetrized Hamiltonian matrix scales roughly 

as the 4th power, i.e. O(N4), of basis set size. However, matrix element evaluation speed 

can be significantly improved when there are multiple symmetries into which SALCs can 

be distributed.  Specifically, the matrix is reexpressed as ΓΓΓ ⋅⋅= SHSH T   ' , where 'H  is 

the Ncoupled x Ncoupled unsymmetrized Hamiltonian, and ΓS  is a Ncoupled x NSALC matrix that 

transforms the coupled (unsymmetrized) basis functions into the SALC basis set. The 

advantage is that ΓS  is sparse (e.g., for XH5, about 95% of the matrix elements are zero); 

thus computing terms in 'H  (too large to store for typical Ncoupled ≈ 75,000), multiplied by 

nonzero terms in ΓS  is easily accomplished.  Such a rearrangement of operations reduces 

to an O(N3) algorithm, specifically Ncoupled x NSALC x MSALC + NSALC
2 x MSALC matrix 

element evaluations, where MSALC refers to the number of coupled basis states in a given 

SALC. This is about (NSALC x MSALC)/(Ncoupled + NSALC) times faster than the direct 
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product approach, resulting in a 50- to 100-fold increase in speed for large basis sets with 

many symmetries.   

 Evaluation of both the kinetic energy and potential energy matrix elements is 

analytic.  Since the kinetic energy operator is diagonal in ji
2, for XHn, these matrix 

elements are simply 

( )1'ˆ
1

' += ∑
=

kk

n

k
ii jjbiTi δ ,       (6) 

where b is the internal X-H rotational constant and jk is the angular momentum of the kth 

X-H rotor. Calculation of the corresponding potential matrix elements is more 

challenging. To proceed, we consider the potential as a multicoordinate expansion, i.e.  

 ∑∑ ∑
<<<< <<

+ΩΩΩΩ+ΩΩΩ+ΩΩ=Ω
n

lkji
lkji

n

ji

n

kji
kjiji VVVV ...),,,(),,(),()( )4()3()2( ,  (7) 

where each successive term represents a sum over all 2-coordinate, 3-coordinate, 4-

coordinate, etc, contributions. As a surprisingly effective approximation, we restrict this 

expansion to the first term, i.e., linear combinations of potentials as a function of 

coordinates between pairs of particles,  

( )∑
<

=Ω
n

ji
ijVV γ)2()( ,     (8) 

where γij is the H-X-H angle between the ith and jth hydrogen and V(2) is a sum of 

Legendre polynomials in γij. As a result, the work required to calculate a potential matrix 

element grows as n2 (the number of pairwise interactions for n particles), as opposed to 

Q2n for numerical quadrature (with Q being the number of quadrature points per 

dimension). Furthermore, for a pairwise-additive potential expressed as a sum of 

Legendre polynomials, all the matrix elements can be calculated analytically via Clebsch-
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Gordan angular momentum algebra and Percival-Seaton coefficients63,69,70  as sums over 

3-J and 6-J symbols.  Thus one has gained the advantage of both an n2 vs Q2n scaling of 

integral evaluations and analytic evaluation of each matrix element. Although a pairwise-

additive approximation to the potential was not essential for calculations in n = 2 and n = 

3 systems, it proves crucial for extension to larger systems such as XH4 and XH5.   

 

D.  Rigid-body DMC 

 Direct comparison between the POS model and exact full-dimensional quantum-

mechanical calculations was feasible for low J states of XH2 and XH3. For the more 

computationally demanding systems such as XH5, exact full-dimensional quantum 

calculations for J > 0 are not available for benchmarking purposes. However, calculations 

for the ground rovibrational state (J = 0) are feasible with DMC methods, which scale 

much more favorably than variational methods for systems of high dimensionality 

(roughly linearly in 2n).  Thus, we can test the convergence of J=0 POS eigenvalues 

against DMC results, exploiting the “rigid body” formulation (RBDMC) to constrain the 

radial stretching coordinate for the diffusing 2n-dimensional “walkers.”71-74 

   

III. FOUR PARTICLES ON A SPHERE (XH4) 

 As the first challenge, we explore a 4-particle system, XH4, with the POS method.  

To facilitate comparison with experiment, the HX rotor and H-X-H bending potential 

parameters (bi = 16.63 cm-1 and γ0=109.47o) are chosen to mimic the equilibrium 

structure of CH4, with a pairwise additive V(2)(γ) term chosen to approximate the correct 

methane CH-bending frequencies (see Table I). This is a well-studied benchmark system, 
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tackled successfully with both high-level Lanczos/DVR methods by Carrington and 

coworkers29-31 and sophisticated variational methods (MULTIMODE) by Bowman and 

coworkers.34,35 The POS approach is not well suited for a molecule as “stiff” as CH4, for 

which a more localized basis set offers advantages in speed and accuracy. Nevertheless, 

as seen below, we can achieve reasonably well converged J = 0 calculations with the POS 

method for a realistically stiff model of CH4, where the Legendre polynomial coefficients 

(up to l = 20) used for the CH4 potential expansion are listed in Table 1. To gain further 

insight into the rotational dynamics, we also converge calculations for a scaled angular 

potential, “softer” than methane by a multiplicative factor of α (i.e. Vscaled(γ) = αV(2)(γ)). 

In the stiff limit (α = 1), the POS model of methane should yield a spherical top rotor 

with two ν2 and ν4 bending states corresponding to vibrations of E (≈ 1534 cm-1) and F2 

(≈ 1306 cm-1) symmetry, respectively.  At higher resolution, the (2J + 1) -fold 

degeneracy of the K levels of a rigid spherical top should be lifted by centrifugal 

interactions, leading to additional rotational fine structure for J > 0.   

 We first demonstrate the rate of convergence for J = 0 as a function of basis set 

size. Fig 1 plots the ground-state zero-point energy (Γ = A1
+ symmetry) for realistically 

stiff (i.e.,α = 1), J=0 CH4 as obtained from the POS model for increasing values of jmax. 

For comparison, also shown are the DMC predictions for the nodeless ground state, 

which corresponds to an exact calculation for Γ = A1
+, J=0. Smooth, exponential energy 

convergence (1/e decay rate of Δjmax ≈ 2) to DMC results is evident, even for relatively 

stiff systems which are far from ideal for the POS method. However, convergence using a 

coupled-rotor basis set also requires exponentially more time; for example, the jmax = 11 

calculations required about 1 month of CPU time to complete. By way of comparison, 
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Bowman and coworkers34 use a more appropriate stiff-molecule basis set for CH4 and 

achieve sub-wavenumber convergence of the vibrational frequencies with a basis set size 

(≈ 4-10 x104) comparable to our POS with jmax = 7. Another point of comparison is 

provided by studies of Wang and Carrington,30 who have performed calculations 

converged to spectroscopic accuracy for the bend manifold of CH4, utilizing both much 

higher values of jmax ≈ 29 and a correspondingly larger basis set (6.7 x 106).  

Also of interest is how the POS model correctly captures the energy level patterns 

for rotationally excited states of CH4. These more subtle effects require higher energy 

resolution, and thus scaling the potential by α to achieve comparable convergence with 

current computational capabilities. In Fig. 2, the vibrational ground state energies for J = 

0 - 4 are shown as a function of jmax, based on α = 0.033.  By way of comparison, the 

dashed line in Fig. 3 represents the J = 0 DMC ground-state energy for the same 

potential; the inset illustrates eigenenergy agreement within the 1σ error of the DMC 

calculation. As expected, the basis set size increases rapidly with jmax; Ncoupled increases 

from 16,429 to 39,046 to 80,866 for jmax = 5, 6, and 7, respectively. If we empirically 

characterize convergence by the incremental decrease in POS eigenenergies for an 

increase in basis set size from jmax-1 to jmax, then jmax = 7 corresponds to a 0.001 cm-1 

convergence for the lowest rotational state J = 0, with only slightly reduced (0.01 cm-1) 

levels of convergence for excited rotational states J =1- 4.  At this level of resolution, the 

rotational energies already exhibit spherical-top fine structure, with angular centrifugal 

distortion lifting the (2J+1)-fold degeneracy of the K levels for each J.  

  The progression of ground vibrational state energies for J=0-4 as a function of α 

is shown in Fig. 3, as the CH4-like potential is increased from α = 0.0001 (i.e., nearly 
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free-rotor limit) up to the stiffest value (α = 0.033) that can be converged with jmax=7. In 

the α = 0.0001 limit, the 4 individual C-H bonds rotate more or less independently, 

resulting in energy-level spacings characteristic of the C-H rotor constant.  As the 

potential is stiffened, these states converge towards the J(J+1) progression of energies 

characteristic of a spherical top, with the fine-structure splittings in Fig. 4 due to 

centrifugal bend-rotation coupling. Although the effective rotational spacing is only 20% 

above the experimental value (for α = 0.033), the fine-structure splittings are ∼500 times 

larger than expected. This implies that even for angular anisotropy scaled down by a 

factor of 30, the end-over-end tumbling structure for CH4 is already reasonably well 

defined, with centrifugal fine-structure levels in the correct symmetry order and with 

qualitatively correct splitting ratios, though requiring larger basis sets (possibly as well as 

radial degrees of freedom) to converge on actual experimental values. Indeed, since the 

POS model neglects radial motion, α = 1 calculations would provide an interesting 

opportunity to separate radial and angular contributions to the experimental centrifugal 

splittings. 

 Finally, in addition to comparison between POS and experimental rotational 

energies in the ground vibrational state, we can also inspect the low-frequency vibrational 

states of methane (ν2,E and ν4,F2) in the rotationless J = 0 level (see Fig. 4). Since it was 

possible to use a larger jmax for J = 0 calculations, these energies have been converged 

with a potential (α = 0.33) that is 10-fold stiffer than for J > 0, but still somewhat short of 

the full methane potential. As the potential approaches the full methane stiffness, the 

energies of the ν2,E and ν 4,F2 vibrations increase monotonically towards experimental 

values,75 with the order of the ν2,E and ν 4,F2 vibrations maintained even for substantially 
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floppier potentials.  Similar qualitative agreement is noted for states with two quanta of 

bending energy, as shown in Fig. 5 for 2 ν 2,A1+E, ν 2+ ν 4,F1+F2, and 2 ν 4,A1+E+F2.  As 

for the calculations presented earlier, the ordering of the dyads is correctly predicted, 

with the vibrational fine-structure splittings decreasing as the potential stiffens.   

 

IV. FIVE PARTICLES ON A SPHERE (XH5) 

As mentioned above, the POS model is not well suited to a relatively stiff molecule such 

as CH4, which can be treated more quantitatively with other methods. However, for 

floppier systems the POS model offers a more favorable scaling with n, and is thus 

promising for application to challenging fluxional systems such as CH5
+. We first 

characterize the individual C-H rotor with b = 12.81 cm-1,  consistent with expectation 

values of the C-H bond length from full-dimensional DMC calculations, for which the 

five CH bond lengths are considered in addition to the ten angular coordinates.45,76 For 

the remainder of this paper, therefore, we will describe such full-dimensional calculations 

as 15D, with reduced-dimensional calculations in the ten angular coordinates referred to 

as 10D. As discussed earlier, a pairwise-additive potential with each term expressed as a 

sum of Legendre functions can be exploited for analytic evaluation of the potential 

operator matrix.  To take advantage of this, the full CH5
+ potential must be expressed as a 

sum of pairwise potentials.   

As the first step, the 15D MP2/cc-pVTZ potential of Bowman45 is adiabatically 

relaxed in the “fast” CH stretch coordinate to create a 10D potential that depends only on 

the relative angular coordinates. This process also automatically ensures identical angular 

geometries and energies of all critical points for the full 15D and reduced 10D potential. 
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The resulting critical point geometries as a function of intrinsic reaction coordinate (IRC) 

are shown in Fig. 5. The minimum energy structure of CH5
+ on the Bowman potential is 

of Cs symmetry, consisting of what looks like an elongated H2 perched on top of a CH3
+ 

structure.  However, at the wave function level, there is rapid quantum exchange of 

hydrogen atoms between between the “H2” and “CH3” moieties, resulting in 

delocalization of each of the H atoms between the 120 equivalent geometries separated 

by low barriers.  For example, the H2 (or CH3
+) moiety can “rotate” through a Cs 

transition state (E = 43 cm-1) or “flip” H’s between H2 and CH3
+ through a slightly higher 

C2v transition state (E = 192 cm-1). Analysis of the potential shows that pathways 

involving “flip” and “rotation” saddle points exist between any pair of the 120 minima on 

the CH5
+ surface.  

The second step is to represent the 10D potential by a sum of pairwise potentials, 

which is achieved by least-squares fitting 10,000 randomly selected points with energies 

below 1,000 cm-1.  The energies and angular geometries of these points are then fit to a 

sum of pairwise terms, with each term described by a sum of Legendre functions. (See 

Table 1 for a list of the coefficients).  Of particular relevance is a comparison between 

10D and pairwise potentials for the “flip” and “torsion” reaction paths and critical points 

between C2v and Cs minima. Such a comparison is shown in Fig. 5 for (i) the 10D radially 

relaxed version of the full 15D Bowman potential and (ii) the pairwise fit potential. 

Given the simple nature of the pairwise-additive approximation, the agreement between 

the 10D and pairwise critical points is truly remarkable. Similar accuracy is also 

demonstrated in Fig. 5 for both the 10D potential and the pairwise fit along the Cs 
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(internal rotation) and C2v (“H2 flip”) reaction paths. Again, the differences between the 

10D potential and pairwise fit are surprisingly small.  

DMC methods provide one additional opportunity to test the validity of the 

pairwise approximation for both full 15D and 10D radially relaxed potentials. 

Specifically,  DMC is able to calculate the ground state wave function at all three levels 

of dimensionality (POS, 10D and 15D), each of which can then be projected onto the γ 

coordinate (where γ is the angle between any two particles) for more quantitative 

comparison. The results are summarized in Fig. 6, which again reveals surprisingly good 

agreement. The main peak in each wave function near 110o corresponds to unresolved 

features due to  i) the H-C-H angles in the CH3
+ motif, and ii) the angle between one of 

the H2 hydrogens and a CH3
+ hydrogen, with the smaller shoulder near 60o reflecting 

contributions from iii) the smaller H-C-H central angle between the H2 hydrogens.  

Treatments at the POS, 10D and 15D levels yield nearly identical H-C-H interangular 

distributions, indeed indistinguishable within statistical uncertainty of the DMC 

calculation. This clearly indicates that a relatively simple pairwise potential can capture 

H-C-H angular correlations at a remarkably quantitative level. 

 In analogy to our strategy for the n = 4 particle problem, we first look for 

convergence in the ground state (J = 0, A1
+) eigenenergy for CH5

+ n = 5 particle POS 

calculations as a function of basis set size. The results for the fully anisotropic potential 

(i.e. α = 1) are summarized in Fig. 7, which demonstrates steady convergence with 

respect to jmax. For comparison, we also show the DMC results as an exact lower bound at 

large jmax to the POS variational treatment, with single processor CPU times associated 

with each jmax calculation listed by each point. Although convergence toward the DMC 
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result is clearly evident, the zero-point energy is still overestimated at jmax = 7 by ≈ 30% 

for the full potential anisotropy. Extension to higher jmax will be necessary for improved 

levels of convergence, which may profit both by parallelization of the matrix element 

calculation routines and possibly by incorporation of the Lanczos methods of Wang and 

Carrington.29-31,77,78   

The POS convergence as a function of potential anisotropy is summarized in Fig 

8, where the pairwise 10D fit of the full 15D Bowman CH5
+ surface is stiffened from α = 

0.0001 up to α = 1.  Zero-point energy (solid line) from the POS model is compared with 

converged DMC energies and uncertainties for 10D pairwise (solid  circles) and 

nonpairwise (open squares) potentials. Agreement between POS eigenvalue predictions 

for pairwise and exact 10D results is excellent at low α. This comparison illustrates the 

degree of convergence of the POS calculations at a spectroscopic level as a function of 

potential stiffness. Up to α = 0.01, the ground-state J = 0 energies are converged to of 

order 1 cm-1 for jmax = 5. For α = 0.1, convergence for J = 0 is approximately 10 cm-1, 

which is comparable to jmax = 5 results for J=1 and 2 rotationally excited states at α = 

0.01. Finally, the differences between rovibrational energy levels converge faster with 

jmax than the absolute energies themselves, as is evident from a close inspection of the 

data.  

 

V. DISCUSSION 

The theoretical issues posed by CH5
+ have been addressed by numerous ab initio 

potential surface investigations over the years; however, efforts to predict detailed 

rovibrational energy levels for a given potential surface have proved even more 
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challenging. Landmark work by Bunker and co-workers,61 using a rotation-contortion 

Hamiltonian,60 has been used to predict the J = 0 ← 1 microwave spectrum of CH5
+, 

exploiting symmetry correlations between the two extremes associated with rigid Cs and 

C2v potential minima.  In this rotation-contortion approach, considerable effort was made 

to calculate energies for states of nonzero statistical weight for a number of different flip 

and torsion rearrangement barriers, based on a Hamiltonian which adiabatically separates 

one large-amplitude internal contortional mode from the remaining 11 “fast” vibrational 

modes.  The Hamiltonian is a sum of Hrot (end-over-end tumbling of the molecule), Hτ 

(motion along the contortion degree of freedom), and Hrot,τ (coupling between tumbling 

and contortion), with all coupling between the “fast” vibrations and overall rotation 

neglected.  The POS model provides an alternative formulation that neglects the 

contributions from the 5 “fastest” CH-stretching vibrations, but does include the 7 low-

energy bending vibrations and allows full coupling of these vibrations to end-over-end 

tumbling of the CH5
+ molecule.  This motivates a brief comparison of POS predictions 

with the rotation-contortion results, with an eye toward establishing additional insights 

into the dynamical trends anticipated for CH5
+.   

 The 53.9 cm-1 torsional and 213.9 cm-1 flip barriers from least-squares pairwise 

fits to the full 15D Bowman surface (i.e., α = 1) most closely approximate the reduced-

dimensional rotation-contortion model61 barriers of 50 cm-1 and 200 cm-1, respectively. 

The α = 1 POS CH5
+ calculations are not converged; we therefore compare converged 

POS eigenenergies for the lowest J = 0 states of nonzero nuclear spin statistical weight as 

a function of stiffness. Fig. 9 presents results for α = 0.0001, α = 0.001, α = 0.01 and  α 

= 0.1, for which the DMC calculations (A1
+ ) indicate absolute convergence levels of 
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approximately, 0.01 cm-1, 0.1 cm-1, 1 cm-1 and 10 cm-1, respectively. The corresponding 

J=0 energy levels obtained from the full rotation-contortion model (with 200 cm-1 flip 

and 50 cm-1 torsional barriers) for the same series of nuclear-spin symmetry states are 

also shown in Fig. 9. All energies are reported as splittings with respect to the lowest 

nuclear spin allowed G2
- state, which are converged better than the absolute energies 

themselves. 

The free-rotor energy patterns observed in Fig. 9 at low α evolve to more 

complex internal-rotor splitting patterns with increasing potential stiffness. A 

monotonically increasing trend in rotor energy spacing with stiffness is clearly evident, 

with an energy ordering in the lowest several states largely maintained with respect to α. 

The converged energy level differences for the stiffest POS calculations (α = 0.1) suggest 

significant differences with the rotation-contortion model. Specifically, the POS results 

indicate a notable absence of tunneling splittings as well as a less defined clustering of 

energy levels into internal-rotor K manifolds than predicted by the 1D rotation-contortion 

model. Such a lack of apparent tunneling behavior would be entirely consistent with the 

delocalized wavefunctions, large zero-point energies, and small interconversion barriers 

previously noted in DMC studies of CH5
+ by McCoy, Bowman and coworkers.45,79 

Furthermore, the level splittings exhibit a relatively soft dependence on the potential 

stiffness. Such behavior would also be more consistent with large-amplitude internal-

rotor behavior than with localized vibrational motion, for which the spacings would 

presumably continue to grow with the square root of the potential stiffness, α1/2. Most 

importantly, trends in these energy level patterns with α already provide useful insight 
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into the highly delocalized nature of the excited-state CH5
+ wavefunctions, as opposed to 

a scenario of more localized vibrational states tunneling between multiple minima.   

Wang and Carrington have very recently succeeded in performing a landmark 

full-dimensional study on the J=0 vibrational levels of CH5
+, with results to be published 

elsewhere.77 In this work, they first separately solve the 5D CH stretch subsystem and the 

7D bending subsystem. They then couple the two halves of the Hamiltonian to obtain 

energies in 12D, restricted to J=0. In light of the relatively slow dependence of POS 

splittings on α, it is tempting to compare trends in the converged results for α < 1 with 

results obtained by Wang and Carrington for the 7D bending subsystem at full 

anisotropy.  Unfortunately the two calculations employ different potentials.  Specifically, 

Wang and Carrington used a slightly modified version of a later global surface for CH5
+, 

reported by Bowman and co-workers79, for which the electronic energies were calculated 

at the coupled-cluster level of theory [CCSD(T)].  This surface has isomerization barriers 

of 29 and 341 cm-1.  As mentioned above, the PWA potential used in the present work 

has corresponding barriers of 54 and 214 cm-1, in good agreement with the barriers on the 

MP2 surface on which it is based.45  Given the expected sensitivity of the energy levels 

to, in particular, the lower energy barrier, and the nearly factor of two difference in the 

heights of this barrier, a quantitative comparison does not seem appropriate at this stage, 

particularly as our numbers are based on scaling of the potential anisotropy.  On the other 

hand, it will ultimately prove interesting to see how sensitive these energy spacings are to 

the height of the barriers.  

 As a final note, we can estimate the value of jmax necessary to achieve 

convergence at α = 1 for CH5
+ in the POS model.  In Fig. 10a, the RBDMC wave 
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function is projected onto the γ coordinate for α = 0.001, 0.01, 0.1, and 1.  As expected, 

the α = 0.001 wave function is essentially identical to the sin γ  Jacobian expected for 

free-particle motion.  More structure in the wave function appears as α is increased, 

requiring more angular flexibility in the multidimensional wave function. A simple 

metric of the jmax value required to converge the α = 1 POS calculation is therefore 

obtained by expanding the corresponding 1D DMC pair correlation function in the H-C-

H angle γ as a sum of Legendre functions Pl(γ)  and probing the degree of convergence 

with respect to l. The physical notion is that angular flexibility in a sum of Legendre 

functions with l ≤ jmax mirrors the angular flexibility and thus convergence behavior for a 

sum of SALCs with the same jmax.  Fig. 10b displays the 1D DMC wavefunction obtained 

with several Legendre polynomial expansions, indicating a rapid convergence with 

increasing jmax.   

More quantitatively, if the expectation value of the energy for a 1D rotor in the α = 1 

pairwise potential is calculated using the wave functions expanded in Legendre 

polynomials of increasing order (jmax), the convergence with respect to jmax should mirror 

the number of Legendre functions required to represent the 1D wave function accurately. 

As illustrated in Table 5, POS ground state CH5
+ α = 1 energy convergence to the DMC 

value should be feasible at the ≈ 1% level with coupled rotor basis sets including up to 

jmax ≈ 9. 

 

VI. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION 

 This paper presents results from a conceptually simple yet flexible approach for 

the approximate quantum treatment of large-amplitude motion in systems with many 
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degrees of freedom and J > 0. The particle-on a-sphere (POS) method takes advantage of 

the approximate independence of the XH bond length on angle to motivate a reduced-

dimensionality treatment of n hydrogens, adiabatically relaxed in the radial coordinate.  

Consistent with this physical picture, the basis set for expanding the Hamiltonian is 

designed around symmetry-adapted linear combinations of coupled free-rotor states with 

well defined J and permutation inversion symmetry. Convergence for 4-particle systems 

such as CH4 is possible with POS methods, and already reveals interesting dynamical 

behavior as a function of J in terms of centrifugally-induced lifting of the 2J+1-fold 

degeneracies of the rotational levels for a spherical top.  

In order to extend these POS methods to even more challenging n=5 particle 

systems, we have developed a pairwise-additive 10D potential for CH5
+, based on 

adiabatic relaxation of the CH bond lengths and least-squares fitting of the full 15D 

potential by Bowman and coworkers79 to a Legendre expansion in H-C-H bond angle. 

This relatively simple potential reproduces the equilibrium/transition state geometries, 

barrier heights and flip/torsion reaction paths remarkably well, which should prove of 

significant utility in other reduced-dimensionality treatments of CH5
+. To date, fully 

converged results for CH5
+ are obtainable with the POS model only for a scaled version 

of this potential. Nevertheless, the energy level patterns observed for such model 

potentials exhibit trends that begin to provide insight into the rotational dynamics of these 

complicated systems.  Specifically, the results as a function of potential stiffness already 

signal the absence of tunneling splittings and other indications of a strong tunneling 

regime. Indeed, this is entirely consistent with DMC results of Bowman and McCoy45 

that reveal zero-point energies significantly higher than transition state barriers and a 
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widely delocalized ground state wave function spread over multiple minima. A more 

predictive understanding of rotational level patterns in highly fluxional systems such as 

CH5
+ will undoubtedly profit from further development of reduced dimensionality 

approaches such as the POS model, which offer access to J> 0 quantum calculations 

extremely challenging to achieve currently in full dimensionality.  
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 TABLE 1. Particle-on-a-sphere (POS) Legendre coefficients for expansion of the 
CH4 and CH5

+ potentials in a pairwise-additive approximation (α = 1). 
 

l CH4 al (cm-1) CH5
+ al (cm-1) 

0 3890.27 4190.442
1 5007.02 3060.609
2 6929.86 14790.49
3 17.7851 1821.198
4 1540.04 9008.753
5 26.7693 2796.952
6 673.460 5626.363
7 37.8839 1216.296
8 362.223 2174.996
9 47.7746 238.9801

10 211.010 381.5193
11 57.5209  
12 123.637  
13 67.0757  
14 66.9194  
15 0.01038  
16 26.8277  
17 -0.01821  
18 -3.40294  
19 94.3927  
20 -27.3240  
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TABLE 2. CH5
+ critical point geometries and energies for the full 15D and 10D pairwise 

fit potentials. 

                  
 Cs Min  Cs ‡  C2v ‡ 
  15D Pairwise   15D Pairwise  15D Pairwise 

(θ1,φ1) (0.00,0.00) (0.00,0.00) (0.00,0.00) (0.00,0.00) (0.00,0.00) (0.00,0.00)
(θ2,φ2) (75.70,0.00) (75.52,0.00) (108.55,-25.41) (108.36,-25.39) (61.76,0.00) (61.89,0.00)
(θ3,φ3) (124.47,0.00) (124.21,0.00) (108.55,25.41) (108.36,25.39) (123.52,0.00) (123.79,0.00)
(θ4,φ4) (108.50,-114.13) (108.28,-114.28) (115.62,-119.04) (116.00,-118.03) (103.25,-116.00) (103.18,-115.99)
(θ5,φ5) (108.50,114.13) (108.28,114.28) (115.62,119.04) (116.00,118.03) (103.25,116.00) 103.18,115.99)

E (cm-1) 0 -1.9  43.3 53.9  192.5 213.9
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TABLE 3: Zero-point energies of CH5
+ as a function of scale factor α, calculated with i) 

DMC/non-pairwise 10D potential, ii) DMC/pairwise potential, and iii) POS/pairwise 

potential. 

α DMC (10D) DMC (Pairwise) 
POS 

(Pairwise) 
0.0001 4.230 +/-0.007 4.130 +/-0.007 4.156
0.001 39.78 +/-0.02 38.72 +/-0.01 38.93

0.01 262.6 +/-0.2 270.2 +/-0.1 270.8
0.1 1041 +/-2 1067 +/-2 1190

1 3653 +/-12 3583 +/-10 ------
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TABLE 4. Lowest five converged levels (J = 0,1,2) of each symmetry/nonzero statistical 

weight for a CH5
+ n = 5 potential scaled by α.  Energies are in cm-1 with residual 

convergence error (in parentheses) estimated as energy decrease with respect to the next 

smaller jmax basis set. By comparison with DMC results, the absolute energies for A1
+ 

(J=0) are converged < 0.1 cm-1 and < 1 cm-1 for α = 0.01 and 0.01 respectively.   

   J=0 J=1 J=2 
  α 0.001 0.01 0.001 0.01 0.001 0.01 
Γ               
   246.86 (0.02) 479.0 (1.7) 240.19 (0.29) 430.4 (18.1) 238.13 (0.24) 435.4 (19.2) 
   322.08 (0.01) 545.0 (1.7) 327.76 (0.60) 553.6 (22.4) 244.33 (0.33) 484.7 (26.8) 

A2
+  375.57 (0.11) 609.6 (7.2) 349.42 (0.06) 572.6 (10.8) 322.43 (0.39) 517.3 (6.7) 

   406.43 (0.20) 622.0 (7.7) 373.88 (0.24) 590.6 (15.3) 327.85 (0.48) 547.7 (45.2) 
    425.34 (0.00) 630.1 (1.9) 375.02 (0.33) 600.9 (27.6) 340.42 (0.13) 560.8 (78.7) 
   298.44 (0.01) 522.5 (3.0) 269.56 (0.25) 472.4 (15.4) 185.17 (0.46) 378.8 (32.5) 
   325.38 (0.21) 551.7 (12.0) 292.05 (0.28) 486.0 (16.0) 289.83 (0.14) 481.4 (10.9) 

A2
-  406.30 (0.16) 632.5 (8.5) 323.56 (0.18) 548.9 (17.2) 296.19 (0.20) 521.2 (37.7) 

   425.88 (0.11) 645.5 (9.8) 327.48 (0.13) 569.6 (9.9)   
    458.43 (0.37) 698.0 (15.1) 374.95 (0.34) 597.6 (26.1)     
   250.83 (0.03) 472.5 (1.9) 135.60 (0.03) 331.7 (4.2) 167.36 (0.45) 388.6 (21.1) 
   255.60 (0.02) 498.5 (3.3) 163.77 (0.25) 373.3 (15.7) 214.69 (0.59) 432.2 (35.0) 

G2
+  306.40 (0.18) 546.8 (7.6) 220.12 (0.22) 427.5 (14.4) 239.70 (0.38) 451.4 (27.8) 

   322.84 (0.02) 568.1 (3.8) 240.29 (0.21) 442.6 (15.4) 244.57 (0.58) 474.7 (40.0) 
    329.75 (0.02) 583.1 (10.2) 241.92 (0.31) 448.6 (14.7) 245.48 (0.65) 489.1 (40.1) 
   108.95 (0.04) 304.2 (3.1) 189.27 (0.17) 392.2 (10.7) 187.94 (0.62) 390.0 (35.1) 
   192.39 (0.05) 399.0 (2.9) 197.61 (0.25) 432.8 (17.3) 190.88 (0.65) 411.6 (36.5) 

G2
-  216.28 (0.01) 425.4 (3.1) 221.84 (0.41) 440.2 (16.2) 192.94 (0.98) 423.7 (37.8) 

   277.00 (0.04) 506.8 (2.6) 269.87 (0.29) 479.9 (15.3) 196.67 (0.93) 441.1 (29.5) 
    280.09 (0.04) 527.7 (4.8) 271.25 (0.28) 482.4 (15.1) 216.75 (0.30) 452.6 (26.1) 
   144.94 (0.08) 379.7 (5.7) 138.65 (0.05) 347.4 (9.4) 139.78 (1.07) 355.1 (43.9) 
   173.88 (0.04) 410.1 (3.1) 163.11 (0.26) 374.1 (11.5) 166.38 (0.60) 397.9 (39.5) 

H2
+  217.60 (0.06) 464.4 (5.2) 171.42 (0.31) 403.0 (16.7) 169.84 (0.62) 406.6 (37.7) 

   245.34 (0.03) 474.5 (2.6) 218.70 (0.18) 442.6 (10.9) 175.52 (0.81) 441.9 (33.5) 
    253.30 (0.04) 496.5 (4.0) 221.80 (0.22) 447.4 (11.5) 217.08 (0.89) 443.1 (50.1) 
   191.93 (0.05) 384.1 (1.8) 116.78 (0.05) 335.6 (5.2) 113.59 (1.01) 334.3 (46.3) 
   198.73 (0.05) 422.3 (3.4) 162.66 (0.01) 382.5 (3.4) 190.62 (0.66) 404.2 (26.6) 

H2
-  214.81 (0.02) 458.1 (5.2) 190.46 (0.20) 402.8 (11.2) 191.94 (0.73) 425.1 (35.7) 

   276.26 (0.05) 507.9 (1.4) 196.12 (0.29) 428.8 (22.4) 196.95 (1.03) 435.7 (36.2) 
    279.29 (0.04) 509.5 (5.4) 200.71 (0.27) 442.3 (14.5) 198.97 (1.11) 441.8 (45.9) 
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TABLE 5.  Expectation values of energy (in cm-1) for a 1D X-H rotor in the pairwise 

potential corresponding to CH5
+ α = 1, demonstrating systematic convergence to the rigid 

body Diffusion Monte Carlo result (RBDMC) with increasing jmax.  

jmax <E> (cm-1) Error 
1 13104.0 371.8%
2 11278.2 306.0%
3 4638.3 67.0%
4 3644.0 31.2%
5 4543.5 63.6%
6 3322.0 19.6%
7 3019.0 8.7%
8 3097.7 11.5%
9 2820.5 1.5%
10 2783.7 0.2%

RBDMC 2777.7   
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FIGURE CAPTIONS 
 
 
Figure 1.  Convergence behavior for a POS model of CH4 (α = 1, J = 0) as a function of 

jmax.  The POS ground state energy is within 10 cm-1 of DMC predictions (dotted lines) 

by jmax=11. 

 

Figure 2.  POS convergence behavior for CH4 (α = 0.033) J = 0, 1, 2, 3, 4 energies as a 

function of jmax.  The POS ground state (J=0) energy is compared against DMC 

predictions (dotted line). 

 

Figure 3.  a) CH4 rotational energies of levels with J = 0 - 4 as a function of potential 

stiffness scale factor α.   b) At higher resolution, centrifugal induced splittings of the 

nominally degenerate symmetric top levels for CH4 are shown for α = 0.033, which are 

considerably larger but match the qualitative patterns experimentally observed. 

 

Figure 4.  Bending energies of CH4 as a function of the potential scale factor α. 

 

Figure 5.  Minimum energy paths for CH5
+ through the Cs and C2v transition states, 

separating the Cs minima. Note the remarkable agreement between critical points for the 

10D relaxed potential and the pairwise fit. 

 

Figure 6.  Pair correlation functions for J=0 for CH5 from DMC calculations for a series 

of potential models: a) 15D full CH5
+ potential, b) the 10D relaxed potential, and c) the 

pairwise-additive least-squares fit.  
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Figure 7.  Convergence of results for a POS CH5
+ potential (α = 1) J = 0 as a function of 

jmax.  Though convergence in jmax is clearly indicated, the POS ground state is still 

appreciably higher than the DMC predictions (dotted lines). CPU times for each of the 

jmax values are also listed.  

 

Figure 8.  Ground-state energies of CH5
+ as a function of the potential stiffness α, 

calculated by DMC and POS with both the 10D (DMC, open squares) and pairwise (POS, 

dashed line) potentials. The inset demonstrates level of convergence of POS and DMC 

(pairwise) calculations as a function of α. Note the excellent agreement between 10D and 

pairwise DMC calculations, further highlighting the surprising accuracy of the pairwise-

additive potential approximation.   

 

Figure 9.  The lowest CH5
+ J = 0 eigenenergies (with respect to the G2

- ground state) as a 

function of potential stiffness (α = 0.0001 to α = 0.1) for each nuclear spin symmetry 

with non-zero statistical weight (results for all symmetries available on EPAPS.) 

The trends in the POS energy level patterns indicate a noteworthy absence of tunneling 

splitting behavior with increasing α. This differs from Rotation-Contortion model results 

of Bunker and coworkers59,61,80 (rightmost column), but is consistent with the delocalized 

wavefunctions, large zero-point energies, and small interconversion barriers inferred 

from DMC studies of McCoy, Bowman and coworkers.45,76,79  
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Figure 10.  a) DMC pair correlation function of CH5
+ as a function of α.  b) Successive 

fits of the α = 1 pair correlation function of CH5
+ to a sum of Legendre functions. Such 

behavior suggests good convergence for the POS model of CH5
+ by jmax ≈ 9. 
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